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Gelato has a special place in the hearts of Italians of all ages – it surprises, delights, comforts
and nurtures. But perhaps the most wonderful thing about gelato is how easily it can be made
at home, needing little more than milk and sugar. Gelupo Gelato presents a rainbow spectrum
of gelati: from fruity Yoghurt & Lemongrass, Lime Sherbet or Peach and Blood Orange to
creamy Marron Glacé, Bacio, Chocolate & Whisky or Espresso. There are also recipes for
profiteroles, cones and brioche buns to serve your ice cream in and the only chocolate sauce
you'll ever need, as well as a guide to pairing flavours. With a simply beautiful design and
charming illustrations, this is the perfect book for every ice cream lover (which, let's face it, is
everyone).
From one of the world's top dining destinations, New York's three-Michelin-starred restaurant
Eleven Madison Park, comes an updated single-volume collection of more than 80 recipes,
stories, food photographs, and watercolor paintings from celebrated chef Daniel Humm.
JAMES BEARD AWARD FINALIST • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY THE ATLANTIC Originally published as a two-volume, signed edition and limited to
only 11,000 print copies, this revised edition of Eleven Madison Park: The Next Chapter
refashions the deluxe slipcase edition into one high-quality, single volume. Of the 80 recipes
and stories, more than 30 of the recipes are brand new and reflect the dishes being served at
the restaurant now. Along with 30 brand-new food photos, there are also nearly 15 new
watercolors and stories discussing the restaurant's recent renovation, among other topics. This
collection reflects on the time during which Eleven Madison Park garnered scores of
accolades, including four stars from the New York Times, three Michelin stars, seven James
Beard Foundation awards, and the number one spot on the World's 50 Best Restaurants list. In
this fresh package, Chef Daniel Humm describes his unparalleled culinary journey and
inspiration.
Offers recipes from the author's two restaurants, The French Laundry and Bouchon.
A revolution in cooking Sous vide is the culinary innovation that has everyone in the food world
talking. In this revolutionary new cookbook, Thomas Keller, America's most respected chef,
explains why this foolproof technique, which involves cooking at precise temperatures below
simmering, yields results that other culinary methods cannot. For the first time, one can
achieve short ribs that are meltingly tender even when cooked medium rare. Fish, which has a
small window of doneness, is easier to finesse, and shellfish stays succulent no matter how
long it's been on the stove. Fruit and vegetables benefit, too, retaining color and flavor while
undergoing remarkable transformations in texture. The secret to sous vide is in discovering the
precise amount of heat required to achieve the most sublime results. Through years of trial and
error, Keller and his chefs de cuisine have blazed the trail to perfection—and they show the way
in this collection of never-before-published recipes from his landmark restaurants—The French
Laundry in Napa Valley and per se in New York. With an introduction by the eminent foodscience writer Harold McGee, and artful photography by Deborah Jones, who photographed
Keller's best-selling The French Laundry Cookbook, this book will be a must for every culinary
professional and anyone who wants to up the ante and experience food at the highest level.
This quintessential food-science-and-cooking-technique title is now available in ebook! Alton
Brown is a great cook, a very funny guy, and—underneath it all—a science geek who's as
interested in the chemistry of cooking as he is in eating. (Well, almost.) At long last, the book
that Brown's legions of fans have cooked from and celebrated and spilled stuff on for years is
available as an ebook, providing a brighter, shinier record of his long-running, award-winning
Food Network TV series, Good Eats. From "Pork Fiction" (on baby back ribs), to "Citizen Cane"
(on caramel sauce), to "Oat Cuisine" (on oatmeal), every hilarious episode is represented. The
book contains more than 140 recipes and some helpful illustrations, along with explanations of
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techniques, lots of food-science information (of course!), and more food puns, food jokes, and
food trivia than you can shake a wooden spoon at.
Country music star and bestselling cookbook author Trisha Yearwood, host of Food Network’s
Trisha’s Southern Kitchen, is back with an encore of recipes that once again share her family
traditions and warm home-grown cooking style. In her debut cookbook, Georgia Cooking in an
Oklahoma Kitchen, Trisha proved that there’s much more to her than an award-winning
country music career, as she welcomed us into her kitchen and served up a feast of flavorful
meals and heartwarming personal anecdotes. Now, in Cooking for Family and Friends, Trisha
opens her life and her kitchen once more with a trove of recipes from a lifetime of potlucks and
colorful gatherings. Trisha has that southern hospitality gene and she’s a big believer that
cooking for someone else is an act of love. From breakfasts in bed to hearty casseroles and
festive holiday meals, Trisha’s delicious recipes are dedicated to her loved ones, including her
husband Garth Brooks (who’s her number one cooking fan and the contributor of a few
knockout recipes of his own). Trisha knows how good it feels to bring something to the table. It
brings everyone closer together if they’ve had a hand in preparing a meal. These recipes all
come with memories attached—of potlucks with good friends, church suppers, family fish fries,
and beach picnics, Mother’s Day, and Christmas gatherings. Many are handed down from her
mother, her aunts and cousins, or longtime friends, while others are her own contemporary
improvisations on classic southern fare. Each one—whether a main dish, a tasty side, or a
decadent dessert—comes with a heartwarming story from Trisha’s life that may remind you of
some of your own favorite family foods, or inspire you to create new traditions. You don’t have
to be a southerner to enjoy Yearwood family specialties such as: • Hot Corn Dip • Cornbread
Salad with French Dressing • Baked Bean Casserole • Jambalaya • Pumpkin Roll • Old
Fashioned Strawberry Shortcake Plus, Trisha (and her sister and mother) offer up loads of
practical advice, on everything from easily icing a cake to cutting a slice of pie, time-saving
tips; and ingredient substitutions. With full-color photographs taken at Trisha’s home, this
soulful and sincere testament to a southern life well-lived will delight both country music fans
and home cooks everywhere.
Winner of the Guild of Food Writers Drinks Book Award 2021 Shortlisted for the André Simon
Food and Drink Book Awards 2020 "Noble Rot manages to unravel the mysteries of wine with
insight and humour. A wonderful - and essential - read for anyone interested in the world of
wine, or even for those, like me, who just drink it." — Nigella Lawson "The Noble Rot guys have
the ability to describe wines as if theyre either future friends, or rock-stars coming to blow your
mind." — Caitlin Moran "Noble Rot has brought originality, humour and now space travel to the
very serious business of drinking wine. About time too." — Brian Eno "Dan and Mark do that
thing that only crazy knowledgeable enthusiasts can do, they make you a crazy enthusiast too.
If they said, 'We've found a wine like no other, a wine that actually lights up the sky, but you
can only drink it in the desert at midnight, are you coming? Id be off, and I'd be confident of
meteor showers. They provoke curiosity - 'how does anyone make this extraordinary drink just
with grapes?' - excitement, joy, and a longing for knowledge. Now, in this book, they're sharing
the knowledge." — Diana Henry "To really know and love a wine one should know the grower
and the vineyard. This isn't always or even often possible, which is why the Rotters introduce
these wines at source. You learn that making wine, as cooking should be, is an act of love.
You will come to love this book too." — Rowley Leigh Choosing wine in a restaurant or shop
can seem an unfathomable business. But, according to Dan Keeling and Mark Andrew, the
duo behind London's Noble Rot, it needn't be that way. In Wine from Another Galaxy they'll
help you to understand how it is made, where to buy it, what to look for when you drink it, and
how to talk about it. And once you've mastered the basics, they'll take you on a journey
through the best of European wine culture, meeting the people and places behind their
favourite bottles. Indeed, Dan and Mark have spent years visiting growers that you probably
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haven't heard of, from the original thinkers of the natural wine movement to the iconic estates
of Burgundy and Bordeaux. This is the alternative, accessible, no-holds-barred guide to wine,
where the usual clichés and rules don't apply.
Ollie Dabbous is one of the UK's most exciting chefs. His restrained but stunning dishes
celebrate the essence of ingredients and flavour. Essential is his first cookbook for home cooks
and it is made up of 100 everyday recipes that Ollie has made faultless. These are pitchperfect versions of familiar dishes like cauliflower cheese, risotto, tuna steak, roast beef and
cheesecake. Each chapter takes a different ingredient type – from Grains through to Fruit and
Berries – and the recipes are simple, unfussy and incredibly elegant. Ollie may be Michelinstarred but in this book he doesn't use complicated techniques or tools. He simply shares his
intuitive approach to balancing, layering and tweaking ingredients to create perfect results time
and again.
Brings together the author's two acclaimed, award-winning cooking tomes--The French
Laundry Cookbook and Ad Hoc at Home--into a single slipcased boxed set.
"The bible for all chefs." —Paul Bocuse Named one of the five favorite culinary books of this
decade by Food Arts magazine, The Professional Chef is the classic kitchen reference that
many of America's top chefs have used to understand basic skills and standards for quality as
well as develop a sense of how cooking works. Now, the ninth edition features an all-new, userfriendly design that guides readers through each cooking technique, starting with a basic
formula, outlining the method at-a-glance, offering expert tips, covering each method with
beautiful step-by-step photography, and finishing with recipes that use the basic techniques.
The new edition also offers a global perspective and includes essential information on nutrition,
food and kitchen safety, equipment, and product identification. Basic recipe formulas illustrate
fundamental techniques and guide chefs clearly through every step, from mise en place to
finished dishes. Includes an entirely new chapter on plated desserts and new coverage of
topics that range from sous vide cooking to barbecuing to seasonality Highlights quick
reference pages for each major cooking technique or preparation, guiding you with at-a-glance
information answering basic questions and giving new insights with expert tips Features nearly
900 recipes and more than 800 gorgeous full-color photographs Covering the full range of
modern techniques and classic and contemporary recipes, The Professional Chef, Ninth
Edition is the essential reference for every serious cook.
In this, his fourth big cookbook, the award-winning chef John Besh takes another deep dive
into the charm and authenticity of creole cooking inspired by his hometown, New Orleans.
Besh Big Easy: 101 Home-Cooked New Orleans Recipes, is a fresh and delightful new look at
his signature food. Besh Big Easy will feature all new recipes and easy dishes, published in a
refreshing new flexibound format and accessible to cooks everywhere. Much has changed
since Besh wrote his bestselling My New Orleans in 2009. His restaurant empire has grown
from two to twelve acclaimed eateries, from the highly praised Restaurant August to the just
opened farm-to-table taqueria, Johnny Sanchez. John's television career has blossomed as
well. He’s become known to millions as host of two national public television cooking shows
based on his books and of Hungry Investors on Spike TV. Besh Big Easy is dedicated to
accessibility in home cooking and Orleans cuisine. "There's no reason a good jambalaya
needs two dozen ingredients," John says. In this book, jambalaya has less than ten, but
sacrifices nothing in the way of flavor and even offers exciting yet simple substitutions. With
101 original, personal recipes such as Mr. Sam’s Stuffed Crabs, Duck Camp Shrimp & Grits,
and Silver Queen Corn Pudding, Besh Big Easy is chock-full of the vivid personality and
Louisiana flavor that has made John Besh such a popular American culinary icon. Happy
eating!
#1 New York Times Bestseller Winner, IACP Cookbook Award for Food Photography & Styling
(2013) Baked goods that are marvels of ingenuity and simplicity from the famed Bouchon
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Bakery The tastes of childhood have always been a touchstone for Thomas Keller, and in this
dazzling amalgam of American and French baked goods, you'll find recipes for the beloved
TKOs and Oh Ohs (Keller's takes on Oreos and Hostess's Ho Hos) and all the French classics
he fell in love with as a young chef apprenticing in Paris: the baguettes, the macarons, the
mille-feuilles, the tartes aux fruits. Co-author Sebastien Rouxel, executive pastry chef for the
Thomas Keller Restaurant Group, has spent years refining techniques through trial and error,
and every page offers a new lesson: a trick that assures uniformity, a subtlety that makes for a
professional finish, a flash of brilliance that heightens flavor and enhances texture. The deft
twists, perfectly written recipes, and dazzling photographs make perfection inevitable.
Features over eight hundred easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes that include updated versions
of classic French dishes, a variety of regional specialties, and family favorites, all adapted for
the home cook and contemporary palate.
Documents the author's experience in the United States' most influential cooking school, from
the first classroom to the final kitchen, the American Bounty Restaurant. Original. 35,000 first
printing.
Recipes from the master baker presented in colorfully illustrated large format includes seventy
recipes for a wide variety of pastries and covering the range of French regions and styles.
2019 marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of the acclaimed French Laundry restaurant in the
Napa Valley—“the most exciting place to eat in the United States” (The New York Times). The
most transformative cookbook of the century celebrates this milestone by showcasing the
genius of chef/proprietor Thomas Keller himself. Keller is a wizard, a purist, a man obsessed
with getting it right. And this, his first cookbook, is every bit as satisfying as a French Laundry
meal itself: a series of small, impeccable, highly refined, intensely focused courses. Most
dazzling is how simple Keller's methods are: squeegeeing the moisture from the skin on fish so
it sautées beautifully; poaching eggs in a deep pot of water for perfect shape; the initial
steeping in the shell that makes cooking raw lobster out of the shell a cinch; using vinegar as a
flavor enhancer; the repeated washing of bones for stock for the cleanest, clearest tastes.
From innovative soup techniques, to the proper way to cook green vegetables, to secrets of
great fish cookery, to the creation of breathtaking desserts; from beurre monté to foie gras au
torchon, to a wild and thoroughly unexpected take on coffee and doughnuts, The French
Laundry Cookbook captures, through recipes, essays, profiles, and extraordinary photography,
one of America's great restaurants, its great chef, and the food that makes both unique. One
hundred and fifty superlative recipes are exact recipes from the French Laundry kitchen—no
shortcuts have been taken, no critical steps ignored, all have been thoroughly tested in home
kitchens. If you can't get to the French Laundry, you can now re-create at home the very
experience Wine Spectator described as “as close to dining perfection as it gets.”

IACP Award Winner 2019 marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of the acclaimed
French Laundry restaurant in the Napa Valley—“the most exciting place to eat in
the United States” (The New York Times). The most transformative cookbook of
the century celebrates this milestone by showcasing the genius of chef/proprietor
Thomas Keller himself. Keller is a wizard, a purist, a man obsessed with getting it
right. And this, his first cookbook, is every bit as satisfying as a French Laundry
meal itself: a series of small, impeccable, highly refined, intensely focused
courses. Most dazzling is how simple Keller's methods are: squeegeeing the
moisture from the skin on fish so it sautées beautifully; poaching eggs in a deep
pot of water for perfect shape; the initial steeping in the shell that makes cooking
raw lobster out of the shell a cinch; using vinegar as a flavor enhancer; the
repeated washing of bones for stock for the cleanest, clearest tastes. From
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innovative soup techniques, to the proper way to cook green vegetables, to
secrets of great fish cookery, to the creation of breathtaking desserts; from
beurre monté to foie gras au torchon, to a wild and thoroughly unexpected take
on coffee and doughnuts, The French Laundry Cookbook captures, through
recipes, essays, profiles, and extraordinary photography, one of America's great
restaurants, its great chef, and the food that makes both unique. One hundred
and fifty superlative recipes are exact recipes from the French Laundry
kitchen—no shortcuts have been taken, no critical steps ignored, all have been
thoroughly tested in home kitchens. If you can't get to the French Laundry, you
can now re-create at home the very experience Wine Spectator described as “as
close to dining perfection as it gets.”
For the first time ever, the legendary chef collects and updates the best recipes
from his six-decade career. Featuring DVD clips demonstrating every technique a
cook will ever need. In his more than sixty years as a chef, Jacques Pépin has
earned a reputation as a champion of simplicity. His recipes are classics. They
find the shortest, surest route to flavor, avoiding complicated techniques. Now, in
a book that celebrates his life in food, the world’s most famous cooking teacher
winnows his favorite recipes from the thousands he has created, streamlining
them even further. They include Onion Soup Lyonnaise-Style, which Jacques
enjoyed as a young chef while bar-crawling in Paris; Linguine with Clam Sauce
and Vegetables, a frequent dinner chez Jacques; Grilled Chicken with Tarragon
Butter, which he makes indoors in winter and outdoors in summer; FivePeppercorn Steak, his spin on a bistro classic; Mémé’s Apple Tart, which his
mother made every day in her Lyon restaurant; and Warm Chocolate Fondue
Soufflé, part cake, part pudding, part soufflé, and pure bliss. Essential Pépin
spans the many styles of Jacques’s cooking: homey country French, haute
cuisine, fast food Jacques-style, and fresh contemporary American dishes. Many
of the recipes are globally inspired, from Mexico, across Europe, or the Far East.
In the DVD clips included in the ebook, Jacques shines as a teacher, as he
demonstrates all the techniques a cook needs to know. This truly is the essential
Pépin.
The math skills needed for a successful foodservice career?now in a new edition
Culinary Calculations, Second Edition provides the mathematical knowledge and
skills that are essential for a successful career in today's competitive foodservice
industry. This user-friendly guide starts with basic principles before introducing
more specialized topics like recipe conversion and costing, AP/EP, menu pricing,
and inventory costs. Written in a nontechnical, easy-to-understand style, the book
features a running case study that applies math concepts to a real-world
example: opening a restaurant. This revised and updated Second Edition of
Culinary Calculations covers relevant math skills for four key areas: Basic math
for the culinary arts and foodservice industry Math for the professional kitchen
Math for the business side of the foodservice industry Computer applications for
the foodservice industry Each chapter is rich with resources, including learning
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objectives, helpful callout boxes for particular concepts, example menus and
price lists, and information tables. Review questions, homework problems, and
the case study end each chapter. Also included is an answer key for the evennumbered problems throughout the book. Culinary Calculations, Second Edition
provides readers with a better understanding of the culinary math skills needed to
expand their foodservice knowledge and sharpen their business savvy as they
strive for success in their careers in the foodservice industry.
James Beard Award Winner IACP Award Winner Thomas Keller, chef/proprieter
of Napa Valley's French Laundry, is passionate about bistro cooking. He believes
fervently that the real art of cooking lies in elevating to excellence the simplest
ingredients; that bistro cooking embodies at once a culinary ethos of generosity,
economy, and simplicity; that the techniques at its foundation are profound, and
the recipes at its heart have a powerful ability to nourish and please. So
enamored is he of this older, more casual type of cooking that he opened the
restaurant Bouchon, right next door to the French Laundry, so he could satisfy a
craving for a perfectly made quiche, or a gratinéed onion soup, or a simple but
irresistible roasted chicken. Now Bouchon, the cookbook, embodies this cuisine
in all its sublime simplicity. But let's begin at the real beginning. For Keller, great
cooking is all about the virtue of process and attention to detail. Even in the
humblest dish, the extra thought is evident, which is why this food tastes so
amazing: The onions for the onion soup are caramelized for five hours; lamb
cheeks are used for the navarin; basic but essential refinements every step of the
way make for the cleanest flavors, the brightest vegetables, the perfect
balance—whether of fat to acid for a vinaigrette, of egg to liquid for a custard, of
salt to meat for a duck confit. Because versatility as a cook is achieved through
learning foundations, Keller and Bouchon executive chef Jeff Cerciello illuminate
all the key points of technique along the way: how a two-inch ring makes for a
perfect quiche; how to recognize the right hazelnut brown for a brown butter
sauce; how far to caramelize sugar for different uses. But learning and
refinement aside—oh those recipes! Steamed mussels with saffron, bourride, trout
grenobloise with its parsley, lemon, and croutons; steak frites, beef bourguignon,
chicken in the pot—all exquisitely crafted. And those immortal desserts: the tarte
Tatin, the chocolate mousse, the lemon tart, the profiteroles with chocolate
sauce. In Bouchon, you get to experience them in impeccably realized form. This
is a book to cherish, with its alluring mix of recipes and the author's knowledge,
warmth, and wit: "I find this a hopeful time for the pig," says Keller about our
yearning for the flavor that has been bred out of pork. So let your imagination
transport you back to the burnished warmth of an old-fashioned French bistro,
pull up a stool to the zinc bar or slide into a banquette, and treat yourself to truly
great preparations that have not just withstood the vagaries of fashion, but have
improved with time. Welcome to Bouchon.
Chef and restaurateur Charlie Trotter shares seventy-two of his favorite recipes;
including salmon roulade, scallop ceviche, spicy tuna tartare, rabbit rillette, squab
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salad, and crispy quinoa pudding. Includes photographs.
Trusted recipes, revised and updated for a new generation of home bakers.
Comprehensive in scope, authoritative in style, and offering clear, practical, and
encouraging instruction, The King Arthur Baking Company's All-Purpose Baker’s
Companion is the one book you’ll turn to every time you bake. In it, the experts
from King Arthur lead home bakers through hundreds of easy and foolproof
recipes from yeast breads and sourdoughs to cakes and cookies to quick breads
and brownies. Winner of the 2004 Cookbook of the Year Award by the James
Beard Foundation, this dependable cookbook has been reinvigorated with new
photography, recipes, and revisions to keep it relevant to today’s modern baker.
Decades of research in their famous test kitchen shaped the contents of this
book: 450+ recipes, a completely up-to-date overview of ingredients (including
gluten-free options), substitutions and variations, and troubleshooting advice.
Sidebars share baking secrets and provide clear step-by-step instructions.
Techniques are further explained with easy-to-follow illustrations. The King Arthur
Baking Company's All-Purpose Baker’s Companion is an essential kitchen tool.
Rise and dine! If there's one meal of the day to get passionate about--no matter
where you're from in this great land--it's breakfast with all the fixings. Featuring
down-home diners, iconic establishments, and the newest local hot spots,
America's Best Breakfasts is a celebration of two of this nation's honored
traditions: hitting the open road and enjoying an endless variety of breakfasts.
Even without a road trip, you can re-create favorites that will satisfy any time of
day, including: - Shrimp and Grits, Hominy Grill, Charleston - Croque Monsieur
Sandwiches, Tartine, San Francisco - Kimchi Pancakes, Sunshine Tavern,
Portland - Filipino Steak with Garlic Fried Rice, Uncle Mike's, Chicago - Cannoli
French Toast, Café Lift, Philadelphia - Brioche Cinnamon Buns, Honey Bee,
Oxford - Morning Glory Muffins, Panther Coffee, Miami
Sally Schmitt is the great unsung hero of California cuisine, a pioneer of the farmto-table movement, and founder of the French Laundry restaurant in Napa Valley.
SIX CALIFORNIA KITCHENS is her magnum opus: a narrative cookbook that
weaves her remarkable story with 115 recipes that distill the ethos of Northern
California cooking into simple, delicious dishes, plus evocative imagery, historic
ephemera, and cooking wisdom. In this soon-to-be-classic, Sally takes us
through the 6 kitchens where she learned to cook, honed her skills, and spent her
working life via quintessential recipes like Potato Salad, Braised Pork with Cider
& Apples, and Rum Cream Pie. With gorgeous food and sense-of-place
photography, this is a masterful, story-rich cookbook for home and aspiring chefs
who cook locally and seasonally, food historians, fans of wine country, and
anyone who wants to bring the spirit of Northern California home with them.
In his second in-depth foray into the world of professional cooking, Michael Ruhlman
journeys into the heart of the profession. Observing the rigorous Certified Master Chef
exam at the Culinary Institute of America, the most influential cooking school in the
country, Ruhlman enters the lives and kitchens of rising star Michael Symon and
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renowned Thomas Keller of the French Laundry. This fascinating book will satisfy any
reader's hunger for knowledge about cooking and food, the secrets of successful chefs,
at what point cooking becomes an art form, and more. Like Ruhlman's The Making of a
Chef, this is an instant classic in food writing-one of the fastest growing and most
popular subjects today.
New York Times bestseller IACP and James Beard Award Winner “Spectacular is the
word for Keller’s latest . . . don’t miss it.” —People “A book of approachable dishes
made really, really well.” —The New York Times Thomas Keller shares family-style
recipes that you can make any or every day. In the book every home cook has been
waiting for, the revered Thomas Keller turns his imagination to the American comfort
foods closest to his heart—flaky biscuits, chicken pot pies, New England clam bakes,
and cherry pies so delicious and redolent of childhood that they give Proust's
madeleines a run for their money. Keller, whose restaurants The French Laundry in
Yountville, California, and Per Se in New York have revolutionized American haute
cuisine, is equally adept at turning out simpler fare. In Ad Hoc at Home—a cookbook
inspired by the menu of his casual restaurant Ad Hoc in Yountville—he showcases more
than 200 recipes for family-style meals. This is Keller at his most playful, serving up
such truck-stop classics as Potato Hash with Bacon and Melted Onions and grilledcheese sandwiches, and heartier fare including beef Stroganoff and roasted spring leg
of lamb. In fun, full-color photographs, the great chef gives step-by-step lessons in
kitchen basics— here is Keller teaching how to perfectly shape a basic hamburger, truss
a chicken, or dress a salad. Best of all, where Keller’s previous best-selling cookbooks
were for the ambitious advanced cook, Ad Hoc at Home is filled with quicker and easier
recipes that will be embraced by both kitchen novices and more experienced cooks
who want the ultimate recipes for American comfort-food classics.
Since its first publication in France in 1969, Fernand Point's 'Ma Gastronomie' has
taken its place among the true classics of French gastronomy. It is as celebrated for
Point's wise, witty and provocative views on food as for his remarkable, inventive
recipes, carefully compiled from his handwritten notes.
Written as a series of interconnected essays—with recipes—Relæ provides a rare
glimpse into the mind of a top chef, and the opportunity to learn the language of one of
the world’s most pioneering and acclaimed restaurants. Chef Christian F. Puglisi
opened restaurant Relæ in 2010 on a rough, run-down stretch of one of Copenhagen’s
most crime-ridden streets. His goal was simple: to serve impeccable, intelligent,
sustainable, and plant-centric food of the highest quality—in a setting that was devoid of
the pretention and frills of conventional high-end restaurant dining. Relæ was an
immediate hit, and Puglisi’s “to the bone” ethos—which emphasized innovative,
substantive cooking over crisp white tablecloths or legions of water-pouring, napkinfolding waiters—became a rallying cry for chefs around the world. Today the
Jægersborggade—where Relæ and its more casual sister restaurant, Manfreds, are
located—is one of Copenhagen’s most vibrant and exciting streets. And Puglisi
continues to excite and surprise diners with his genre-defying, wildly inventive cooking.
Relæ is Puglisi’s much-anticipated debut: like his restaurants, the book is honest,
unconventional, and challenges our expectations of what a cookbook should be. Rather
than focusing on recipes, the core of the book is a series of interconnected “idea
essays,” which reveal the ingredients, practical techniques, and philosophies that
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inform Puglisi’s cooking. Each essay is connected to one (or many) of the dishes he
serves, and readers are invited to flip through the book in whatever sequence inspires
them—from idea to dish and back to idea again. The result is a deeply personal, utterly
unique reading experience.
Over 100 of the most beautiful, influential and informative cookbooks of the past 300
years. Compiled by a panel of experts in the fields of art, design, food and photography,
Cookbook Book is an opus celebrating cookbooks of all shapes, sizes, languages and
culinary traditions. From tried&hyphen;and&hyphen;true classics such as Larousse
Gastronomique and Mastering the Art of French Cooking by Julia Child to surprising
quirky choices such as The Mafia Cookbook and The Hawaiian Cookbook, each of
these cookbooks has shaped, influenced or revolutionized home&hyphen;cooking in its
own way. Includes translations and full recipes. The book features stand out, gorgeous
photography and is essential for any collector of vintage cookbooks or for those that
love food history.
Giada De Laurentiis is one of America’s most-loved culinary stars, adored for her Food
Network hit shows and her New York Times bestselling cookbooks alike, both of which
feature her fresh, flavorful Italian recipes. For the first time, Giada tackles weeknight
cooking, sharing her favorite tips and go-to dishes—all in her vibrant signature style—to
get a delicious meal on the table in a flash. After a full day, Giada, like most parents,
wants nothing more than to sit down for a home-cooked dinner with her husband, Todd,
and their daughter, Jade. Weeknights with Giada rises to the challenge, delivering
soups, sandwiches, pizzas, pastas, and meat and fish dishes that come together
quickly as stand-alone main courses—most in half an hour or less: Rustic Vegetable and
Polenta Soup, a hearty soul-warming one-pot dish, cooks in under twenty minutes;
Lemony White Bean, Tuna, and Arugula Salad is a great meal that’s quickly
assembled from pantry and fridge essentials; Spicy Linguini with Clams and Mussels is
a fifteen-minute-or-less spectacular pasta; and you can’t beat Grilled Sirloin Steaks
with Pepper and Caper Salsa, which are also ready in just fifteen minutes. From
inventive breakfast-for-dinner dishes and meatless Monday vegetarian recipes—both
weekly traditions in Giada’s house—to picnic sandwiches and hearty salad recipes for
reinventing leftovers, Weeknights with Giada reveals every secret in her repertoire.
Even the desserts are quick to mix and bake, should a craving—or a last-minute school
bake sale—strike. Here is Giada at her most inventive—and at her most laid-back. Flavor,
freshness, and fun take center stage while cooking times, pots dirtied, and stress are
kept to a minimum. With gorgeous color photographs and intimate home snapshots of
Giada and her family, Weeknights with Giada is a welcome handbook of fantastic
recipes and surefire Monday-to-Friday strategies for every home cook.
An introduction to the creation of pork salami, sausages, and prosciutto outlines key
techniques in the areas of preserving, cooking, and smoking, in a volume
complemented by 125 recipes including Maryland crab, scallop, and saffron terrine; Da
Bomb breakfast sausage; and spicy smoked almonds. 15,000 first printing.
"Debut cookbook from Alinea restaurant in Chicago, with recipes organized by
season"--Provided by publisher.
Bistro food is the food of happiness. The dishes have universal allure, whether it’s steak frites
or a perfectly roasted chicken, onion soup or beef bourguignon. These are recipes that have
endured for centuries, and they find their most perfect representation in the hands of the
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supremely talented Thomas Keller. And just as Bouchon demonstrated Keller’s ability to distill
the sublime simplicity of bistro cooking and elevate it beyond what it had ever been before, the
#1 New York Times best-seller Bouchon Bakery is filled with baked goods that are a marvel of
ingenuity and simplicity. From morning baguettes and almond croissants to fruit tarts and
buttery brioche, these most elemental and satisfying of foods are treated with an unmatched
degree of precision and creativity. With this exciting new collection, readers are sure to expand
their knowledge, enrich their experience, and refine their technique.
Originally published in the 1920s, never before had a cook book gone so far in securing its
contents as had The International Cook Book, then the greatest compilation of recipes ever
assembled. Upon invitation, chefs from the leading hotels of the world sent their favorite and
most famous recipes to The International Cook Book. And too, the chefs of the largest and
best ocean liners, whose menus were greatly praised and talked of by travelers to all ports of
the world, gave their choicest and most desired recipes to The International Cook Book, in
order that the women of America could use them in their daily meals.
Craft a memorable celebration this holiday season with The Christmas Cookie Cookbook. Craft
a memorable celebration this holiday season with The Christmas Cookie Cookbook. The
included 100 recipes are sure to lift your holiday spirits, with delicious classics like Gingerbread
Cookies, as well as new favorites like Cardamom Cookies and other instant hits. Beautiful
4-color photography and easy-to-follow recipes makes it easier than ever to liven up any
celebration with delectable sweets. With vegan and gluten-free recipes to choose from, you
can be confident no one feels left out in the cold this Christmas season. From cookie swap
champions to beginner bakers, this is the perfect gift for anyone looking to bring a hint of
sweetness back to the holidays.
The author of The Soul of a Chef looks at the new role of the chef in contemporary culture For
his previous explorations into the restaurant kitchen and the men and women who call it home,
Michael Ruhlman has been described by Anthony Bourdain as "the greatest living writer on the
subject of chefs, and on the business of preparing food." In The Reach of a Chef, Ruhlman
examines the profound shift in American culture that has raised restaurant cooking to the level
of performance art and the status of the chef to celebrity CEO. Bibliophiles and foodies alike
will savor this intimate meeting with some of the most famous chefs in the kitchens of the
hottest restaurants in the world.
Chef Michel Richard offers instructions and techniques to recreate dishes from his own
restaurants at home, including spuddies, crab poppers, chicken faux gras, and duck-duck-beet.
Named a Best Book of 2020 by Publisher's Weekly Named a Best Cookbook of 2020 by
Amazon and Barnes & Noble “Every elegant page projects Keller’s high standard of ‘perfect
culinary execution’. . . . This superb work is as much philosophical treatise as gorgeous
cookbook.” —Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW Bound by a common philosophy, linked
by live video, staffed by a cadre of inventive and skilled chefs, the kitchens of Thomas Keller’s
celebrated restaurants—The French Laundry in Yountville, California, and per se, in New York
City—are in a relationship unique in the world of fine dining. Ideas bounce back and forth in a
dance of creativity, knowledge, innovation, and excellence. It’s a relationship that’s the very
embodiment of collaboration, and of the whole being greater than the sum of its parts. And all
of it is captured in The French Laundry, Per Se, with meticulously detailed recipes for 70
beloved dishes, including Smoked Sturgeon Rillettes on an Everything Bagel, “The Whole
Bird,” Tomato Consommé, Celery Root Pastrami, Steak and Potatoes, Peaches ’n’ Cream.
Just reading these recipes is a master class in the state of the art of cooking today. We learn to
use a dehydrator to intensify the flavor and texture of fruits and vegetables. To make the
crunchiest coating with a cornstarch–egg white paste and potato flakes. To limit waste in the
kitchen by fermenting vegetable trimmings for sauces with an unexpected depth of flavor. And
that essential Keller trait, to take a classic and reinvent it: like the French onion soup, with a
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mushroom essence stock and garnish of braised beef cheeks and Comté mousse, or a classic
crème brûlée reimagined as a rich, creamy ice cream with a crispy sugar tuile to mimic the
caramelized coating. Throughout, there are 40 recipes for the basics to elevate our home
cooking. Some are old standbys, like the best versions of beurre manié and béchamel, others
more unusual, including a ramen broth (aka the Super Stock) and a Blue-Ribbon Pickle. And
with its notes on technique, stories about farmers and purveyors, and revelatory essays from
Thomas Keller—“The Lessons of a Dishwasher,” “Inspiration Versus Influence,” “Patience and
Persistence”—The French Laundry, Per Se will change how young chefs, determined home
cooks, and dedicated food lovers understand and approach their cooking.
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